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Lesson five - How to cope with problems 
 
Years: Preschool - Yr 2 
 
Objectives 
By the end of ‘The important part’ all students will be able to: 

a. Demonstrate a Body short cut by holding their pointer finger and asking, “Is 
my body okay?”  

b. Demonstrate a Shady short curt by holding their tall finger and asking, 
“What’s wrong?” 

c. Demonstrate a Sparky short cut by holding their ring finger and asking, 
“What now?”  

By the end of ‘A bit more’ Year 1 and 2 students will be able to: 
c.  Recall and write down the six actions in a Pit Stop [1. Stop (hand signal) 2. 
Feelings - “What am I feeling?” (thumb) 3. Body - “Is my body okay?” (pointer) 4. 
Shady (tall finger) - “What’s wrong?” 5. Sparky (ring finger) - “What now?” 6. Let 
go (little finger) ]  

 
 
You will need 

• 1 teacher’s notes  
• A4 paper 
• 1 class set of Lesson five summary sheet 
• ‘Sparky and Shady for Kids’ book  
• Smart board and internet to play video sparkyandshady.com/lesson-five- 

kids 
 
Suggested introduction  
In this lesson we are learning how to get Shady and Sparky’s help to solve 
problems.   
 
Play video -  3 min 46 sec for Preschool and Kindergarten  
  5 min 53 sec for Years 1 and 2 
 
Discussion suggestions (Each point corresponds with an objective above) 

a. “Let’s practice taking a Body short cut right now. Everyone hold your 
pointer finger, close your eyes and ask Sparky, ‘Is my body okay?’” (Ask 
children to share what they heard.)  

b. “Let’s pretend you were left out of a game at playtime and now you are 
worried about playing at lunch, so hold your tall finger, close your eyes and 
ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” (encourage children to share what their Shady 
might say about the situation, remind them to express their feelings too.)  

c. “Now let’s ask Sparky what to do next in a Sparky short cut. Hold your ring 
finger, close your eyes and ask Sparky, “What now?” (get children to share 
their Sparky solutions). 

d. “Do you remember the six actions to take in a Pit Stop? Let’s see if we can 
remember them together?” [1. Stop (hand signal) 2. Feelings - “What am I 
feeling?” (thumb) 3. Body - “Is my body okay?” (pointer) 4. Shady (tall finger)  
- “What’s wrong?” 5. Sparky (ring finger) - “What now?” 6. Let go (little 
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finger) ]  
 
Follow up activity  

• “Draw your three fingers and write down the words, ‘Body’ (over your 
pointer finger), ‘Shady’ (over your tall finger) and ‘Sparky’ over your ring 
finger). 

• “Trace around your hand and write down the actions for a Pit Stop on your 
hand in the right place.” [1. Stop (hand signal) 2. Feelings - “What am I 
feeling?” (thumb) 3. Body - “Is my body okay?” (pointer) 4. Shady (tall finger)  
- “What’s wrong?” 5. Sparky (ring finger) - “What now?” 6. Let go (little 
finger)]  

• Choose your own activity.  
 
 

Practical ideas for the classroom 

• When a child’s behaviour becomes challenging, hold your pointer finger 
and ask them, “Is your body okay?” (Body short cut) 

• If their body is okay and they are still behaving inappropriately, hold your 
tall finger and ask them, “What’s wrong?” (This works better if you are alone 
with the child) (Shady short cut)  

• If it isn’t appropriate for a child to leave the room to fix their body or you 
don’t have time to support them to take a Shady short cut hold your ring 
finger and ask them to ask Sparky, “What now?” Encourage them to do 
what their Sparky told them to.  

• Sometimes children with challenging behaviours are just in a bad habit 
because the behaviour they usually exhibit is meeting their needs for safety 
& security, love & belonging or importance (self-esteem). To break this 
pattern your response to their behaviour needs to change. Using the short 
cuts consistently with a child with bad habits will change their behaviour.  

• There are some children who come to school each day after an unsettled 
night and morning at home. The best environment for these kids is a loving, 
predictable and respectful classroom with consistent and fair consequences 
for disrespectful behaviour. One of these logical consequences could be 
someone supporting the child to take a Shady short cut or a Pit Stop at 
morning tea or lunch.   

• Alternatively set up a system where a support teacher is available at certain 
times during the day to take children through a Shady short cut or Pit Stop 
as needed. 
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Chapter five summary - How to cope with problems 
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